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processors, 82
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dry-cured process, 216–220
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wet-cured process, 221–225
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Salt, 83, 86
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- odor, 83
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slaughtering effect on, 407
tenderness, 313, 315
texture, 312
Sensory characteristics, 81, 83
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Shell-stable products (SS), 128
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Slaughterhouse, 405
Slaughtering and Campylobacter
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air chilling, 500
cross-contamination, 499
cutting, 412
defeathering, 409–499
electrical stunning, 406
evisceration, 410, 499
humane killing, 406
intervention strategies, 501
Campylobacter positive flocks, 500
chemical, 501
irradiation, 501
logistic slaughter, 500
ultraviolet light, 501
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scalding, 408, 499
stunning, 405, 406
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Slime formation, 487, 490
Smoking
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smoke components, 168, 246
Sodium
balance, 86
bicarbonate, 85
chloride, 83, 84, 113
unsafe intake, 86
Solutions
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concentration, 83
high ionic strength, 84
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Special diets, 10
Species identification, 178, 182–183
Specific spoilage organism (SSO), 486
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aerobically stored meat, 488
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Spoilage microorganisms, 538
mesotrophic bacteria, 538
Pseudomonas spp.
spoilage, 488
tracing, 490
lactic acid bacteria, 488
psychrotrophic bacteria, 539
Shewanella putrefaciens, 488
specific spoilage organism, 485
yeasts and molds, 539
Spray drying, 260
Staphylococcus spp., 196–197, 248, 451
Steric hindrance, 82
Sterile or shelf-stable products, 129
Storing, 376
Supercritical CO2 extraction, 260
Synergists, 84
Texture properties, 311–325
calcium chloride and, 315–316, 320
effect of heat on, 312–315
factors affecting, 312
high pressure processing and, 313–314
marination and, 313–314, 319–321
sodium chloride and, 315–316, 319–320
sous vide and, 313
tactile, 312
value added, 321–322
visual, 312
Thermal processing, 151
definition, 436
equipment, 441
canning, 444–445
cooking, 441–443
frying, 443
microwave cooking, 444
pasteurization, 441
scalding, 441
smoking, 443
enzyme inactivation, 440
mechanisms, 436–437
microbial inactivation, 439–440
parameters, 437
sensory characteristics, effect on, 440
Time consuming operation, 83
Traditional process, 82
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